
DELHI DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
E.M.'S OFFICE

No.EMl(lO)2007/Cir.(CWG)DDA/411 Dated: 4 -2~ CJ g

CIRCULAR No. 6f1

Sub: Scrutiny & Authentication of Structural Drawings/Designs prepared
Consultant.

by the

Structural drawings for execution of works are required to be approved by the

Technical Sanctioning Authority. However, it has been observed that the projects

where the structural designs are done by the Consultants and further proof checked by

some other proof consultants like SPA, lIT etc. the drawings are issued for execution

without approval/acceptance of competent Authority. Such a practice is not only irregular

but also there are chances of serious errors going un-noticed, thus affecting the safety of

the structures.

It is enjoined upon all concerned that where the structural designs for the projects

are done by the Consultant and further proof checked by some other Consultants, the

same needs to be accepted by the Competent Authority i.e. Technical sanctioning

authority, to accord the authenticity to the drawings as "Good for construction" to avoid

any chances of errors affecting the structural safety of the structure

This issues with the approval of EM.
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CHIEF ENGINEER(HQ)

p.T.a.
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Copy to:

1. All Chief Engineers i/c. CE(QAC, Design, E1ectrical&HQ), DDA. (I.n#. :u ~ ~ I.-b.~
2. Chief Vigilance Officer, DDA. eMu.. ~ ~ C4f'u,)
3. Chief Architect, DDA. ~ -
4. Chief Accounts Officer, DDA. --d'-'-
5. Director (MM), DDA 4fz'Uto JpWLL~ )
6. Project Manager (Flyover) Gr. I & II, DDA --elCI -
7. Dirctor (Works), DDA
8. Director (Sports), DDA
9. Dy. CAO (Plan), DDA.
10.Hindi Officer for Hindi version.

Copy also forwarded to:

1) PS to VC for kind informationof the latter.
2) PS to EM for kind information of the latter.
3) PS to FM for kind informationofthe latter. /

Chief Engineer(HQ)
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